Our Bayesian model describes how participants combine previously acquired information about lateral shifts (prior) with sensed visual feedback of a lateral shift (likelihood) to generate an estimate of the lateral shift (posterior). This lateral shift estimate is then used to generate a compensation for any given lateral shift on a trial by trial basis. The four fitted parameters of the Bayesian model provide an estimate of how error was minimized (α opt ) and participants' estimate of uncer-
example of a participant's behavior and their corresponding best-fit model is shown in Fig. S1 .
The results of α opt are discussed and displayed in the Results section of the manuscript and in this Supplementary ( Fig. 3D and Fig. S2 , respectively). In summary, we found that reinforcement feedback did not influence behavior when provided in combination with error feedback.
This resulted in all three groups minimizing approximately squared error. A two-way, mixed factorial ANOVA was used to assess our estimate of participants' visual uncertainty (σ opt j ). Here, imposed visual uncertainty (ς 0mm , ς 15mm , ς 30mm ) and group (Error SR , Error SL , Reinf orcement + Error SR ) were independent variables. To test whether participants were combining prior experience and current information about lateral shifts in a statistically optimal way, we examined the effect of imposed visual uncertainty (ς j ) on model estimates of participants' visual uncertainty σ (Fig. S2B) . These data are consistent with the idea that, with decreases in error feedback quality, participants were performing in a way aligned with Bayesian inference by systematically relying more on previous experience (i.e., the prior) and less on mid-reach trial by trial feedback.
For each group, a coefficient of determination (R 2 ) was computed to examine the quality of fit between participants' compensatory behavior (comp 
